
Wivenhoe Neighbourhood Plan
Report on Nov 2014 Consultations

Summary

A series of consultations were held in Nov-Dec 2014, reaching around 230 local residents 
in person, with another 1400 comments entered online. 

These covered all areas of the Wivenhoe Neighbourhood Plan, and focussed on the 
emerging proposals across the thematic areas of Economic & Business Development; 
Countryside, River & Environment; Community facilities & Leisure activities; Heritage & 
Townscape; Infrastructure needs; Traffic & Transport, the University and Residential & 
Land use.

In general there was agreement with all but one of the proposals although a lot of 
comments and suggestions for changes were made. 

The findings from this feedback was collated and used immediately by the WNP group for 
the development of vision and objectives, site allocation criteria, and the first draft of the 
plan. 
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On Saturday 22 November 2014
the Steering Group organised a
public consultation in the William
Loveless hall in preparation for
writing the Vision & Objectives
statement of the Wivenhoe
Neighbourhood Plan.

Method
There were eight categories, each
containing a number of proposals:

1. Economic & Business
Development (3 proposals)

2. Countryside, River & Environment (3 proposals)
3. Community facilities & Leisure activities (1 proposal + 5 ranking questions)
4. Heritage & Townscape (4 proposals)
5. Infrastructure needs (2 proposals)
6. Traffic & Transport (4 proposals)
7. University (2 proposals)
8. Residential & Land use (4 proposals + 8 ranking questions)

The proposals and questions were displayed on boards around the hall. Respondents 
were invited to register their views by placing a 'sticky' on the side of the display that 
corresponded with their views. Comments could also be written on the 'stickies' and written
comments were counted and collated separately from the votes.

The consultation
The consultation was held from 10 am till 5 pm. 172 Residents visited during the day and 
left votes and comments.
An analysis of the votes appears in Section A below. Written comments appear separately
in Section A of  the Written Comments Appendix to this document.

A further 1389 votes/comments were entered in a parallel, Post Code limited, on-line 
consultation which was allowed to run until 6 January 2015. For methodological reasons, 
these on-line comments were not incorporated in the results of the 'live' consultation 
reported in Section A below but are reported in Section B. Written comments appear 
separately in Section B of the Written Comments Appendix to this document.

Comments were also collected at a gathering of the Over 60s group at their meeting on 
Friday 21 November. Feedback from the 50 people spoken to on that occasion appears in 
Section C of this document, and the few comments left as feedback on the website in 
Section D.

Finally, respondents were also given the opportunity to comment on three other topics:
1. Locations for new housing development: where it should, or should not go?
2. Location of green spaces considered important.
3. Any other comments.

These comments have been collected together in Section E of this document.
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Section A (live consultation)

1. Economic & Business Development

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

An application to create a new Business Park will be supported 23 26 14 63

Change of use from retail or business to residential housing 
will not be supported

45 1 5 51

There will be an enquiry to formulate a strategy for improving 
parking to support businesses

34 15 9 58

Respondents also left 117 written comments.

2. Countryside, River & Environment

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

Public access to the river will be maintained or improved; 
leisure use of the riverbank will be confined to low-impact uses

77 0 3 80

Wildlife habitats will be retained or increased 66 1 0 67

A country park will be designated along the A133 and up the 
edge of Salary Brook, providing a wildlife corridor and open 
green break.  No development will be permitted on this land 
other than in very exceptional circumstances.

69 1 2 72

Respondents also left 61 written comments.

3. Community facilities & Leisure activities

Please say how strongly you feel about creating the following amenities

important not
important

neutral total

a new cemetery in Wivenhoe 24 2 21 47

more allotments 18 4 3 25

additional buildings for community activities 26 20 6 52

a swimming pool 24 15 17 56

improved play/social facilities for 11-16 year-olds 32 1 7 40
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Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

the plan will promote better access/facilities for all people with 
disabilities

55 0 0 55

Respondents also left 192 written comments

4. Heritage & Townscape

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

The conservation area should be extended to include additional 
properties as shown on the map

41 5 3 49

Article 4 Directions to be put in place in conservation area 23 14 0 37

Small green spaces within the built up area should not be built 
on

72 1 0 73

Existing gardens should not be subdivided to provide building 
plots.

50 20 4 74

Respondents also left 83 written comments

5. Infrastructure needs

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

All new builds in Wivenhoe should be designed for energy 
efficiency and sustainability

No
data

No data No data No
data

Press for early solutions to mobile and data reception problems 37 1 10 48
Respondents also left 43 written comments

6. Traffic & Transport

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

Impact of development on existing roads is minimised and 
traffic is directed away from the town

54 0 2 56

Where new development is planned, easy access to public 
transport and a comprehensive network of walking and cycling 
routes will be required.

52 0 52

network of walking and cycling routes across the town will be 
improved, widening footpaths and pavements

54 3 4 61

We will encourage the adoption of safe routes to schools 40 0 10 50

Developments must be designed to minimise car use and 
encourage innovative transport solutions, such as community 

27 5 29 61
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car sharing clubs, electric changing points and improved 
transport information

Respondents also left 144 written comments

7. University

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

Any university development must include plans to cut car use 
in order to lessen traffic on Clingoe Hill, Greenstead 
roundabout and Colchester Road

17 7 27 51

Developments put forward without pre-application consultation
with WTC will be opposed.

64 2 5 71

Respondents also left 67 written comments

8. Residential & Land use

What sort of houses does Wivenhoe need?

The Borough has to provide around 17,000 new homes over the next 15 to 20 years and 
Wivenhoe will be expected to provide space for some of these. We do have a say in the type of 
housing Wivenhoe needs. Recent house building within Wivenhoe has mainly provided family 
homes. Our research has found a need for a greater mix, and thus more of the following types: 

Proposals agree  disagree neutral total

Some smaller homes for single people and young couples 33 2 0 35

Homes that are suitable for older people who wish to downsize 28 0 1 29

Sheltered/supported housing for the elderly 28 0 3 31

Residential care home for the elderly 36 2 2 40

Respondents also left 39 written comments

Where should new housing be built (and where should it not be built?)

Any decisions on this have to be based on clear arguments that will stand up to examination and
to challenges from landowners.  A set of criteria have yet to be decided but our working list is 
as follows, we would like your views on the importance of the following:

Please say how strongly you feel about these criteria

important not
important

neutral Total

Wivenhoe’s identity as a separate town/village must 
be preserved with clear green breaks

46 0 0 46
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There should be a presumption against development 
on land zoned as coastal protection belt

54 1 0 55

No land of high landscape value should be developed 
and the vistas to and from Wivenhoe protected

48 0 0 48

Land that is environmentally important for nature 
conservation should not be used

44 0 0 44

New housing must be spread across several locations. 
Small developments will be preferred to larger ones

46 3 3 52

Sites and types of development which will not lead to 
a significant increase in peak hour traffic on busy 
roads are to be preferred

30 0 3 33

Development should be sited to allow easy pedestrian 
and cycle access to the rest of Wivenhoe settlement 
area and should be within 0.5 miles of a bus stop

30 1 4 35

Benefits from rival uses for a site, such as playing 
fields, open space, cemetery and allotments, must be 
assessed when judging suitability for housing use

38 0 2 40

Respondents also left 64 written comments
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Section B (on-line consultation)

This consultation was held by means of an opinion finding website facility, specially set up 
by voXup© for the Wivenhoe Neighbourhood Plan.
Users were required to enter their Post Code. Only Wivenhoe Post Codes gave access to 
the voting area.
The same 8 categories were used but the basic voXup© design allowed only Agree or 
Disagree votes and therefore the ranking questions in categories 3 and 8 had to be 
adapted for this purpose.

1. Economic & Business Development

Proposals agree  disagree total

An application to create a new Business Park will be supported 29 15 44

Change of use from retail or business to residential housing 
will not be supported

33 11 44

There will be an enquiry to formulate a strategy for improving 
parking to support businesses

38 5 43

Respondents also left 18 written comments.

2. Countryside, River & Environment

Proposals agree  disagree total

Public access to the river will be maintained or improved; 
leisure use of the riverbank will be confined to low-impact uses

44 4 48

Wildlife habitats will be retained or increased 41 4 45

A country park will be designated along the A133 and up the 
edge of Salary Brook, providing a wildlife corridor and open 
green break.  No development will be permitted on this land 
other than in very exceptional circumstances.

40 4 44

Respondents also left 7 written comments.

3. Community facilities & Leisure activities

For the on-line consultation the format of this ranking question was adapted. An 
introductory paragraph alerted voters that there were 5 proposals following that should be 
read first, after which they should vote for the one proposal they'd most like to see 
realised. 
Whether this procedure was reliably followed must be a matter for conjecture!
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Which of the following proposals would you MOST like to see realised?

Agree Disagree

a new cemetery in Wivenhoe 18 15

more allotments 16 13

additional buildings for community activities 31 7

a swimming pool 28 12

improved play/social facilities for 11-16 year-olds 34 4
Respondents also left 9 Written Comments

Proposals agree
 

disagree

the plan will promote better access/facilities for all people with 
disabilities

34 4

Respondents left 0 written comments

4. Heritage & Townscape

Proposals agree  disagree total

The conservation area should be extended to include additional 
properties as shown on the map

24 9 33

Article 4 Directions to be put in place in conservation area 18 14 32

Small green spaces within the built up area should not be built 
on

41 2 43

Existing gardens should not be subdivided to provide building 
plots.

33 6 39

Respondents also left 2 written comments

5. Infrastructure needs

Proposals agree  disagree total

All new builds in Wivenhoe should be designed for energy 
efficiency and sustainability

40 2 42

Press for early solutions to mobile and data reception problems 30 4 34
Respondents left 0 written comments
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6. Traffic & Transport

Proposals agree  disagree total

Impact of development on existing roads is minimised and 
traffic is directed away from the town

32 3 35

Where new development is planned, easy access to public 
transport and a comprehensive network of walking and cycling 
routes will be required.

38 2 40

network of walking and cycling routes across the town will be 
improved, widening footpaths and pavements

36 1 37

We will encourage the adoption of safe routes to schools 34 1 35

Developments must be designed to minimise car use and 
encourage innovative transport solutions, such as community 
car sharing clubs, electric changing points and improved 
transport information

26 10 36

Respondents also left 2 written comments

7. University

Proposals agree  disagree total

Any university development must include plans to cut car use 
in order to lessen traffic on Clingoe Hill, Greenstead 
roundabout and Colchester Road

30 8 38

Developments put forward without pre-application consultation
with WTC will be opposed.

30 5 35

Respondents also left 3 written comments

8. Residential & Land use

What sort of houses does Wivenhoe need?

Like category 3, this was a ranking question and was adapted for the on-line consultation 
in a similar fashion: respondents were asked to enter one 'Agree' vote for the 1 out of 4 
options that they thought was MOST needed in Wivenhoe. The same caveat applies!

Which of the following do you think is the MOST needed in Wivenhoe?

Agree Disagree Total

Some smaller homes for single people and young couples 30 5 35

Homes suitable for older people who wish to downsize 30 4 34

Sheltered/supported housing for the elderly 28 4 32
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A residential care home for the elderly 23 6 29
Respondents left 0 comments

Where should new housing be built (and where should it not be built?)

Where should new housing be built (and where should it not be built?)

Agree Disagree Total

Wivenhoe's identity as a separate town/village must be 
preserved with  clear green breaks between the University 
and Alresford and the Wivenhoe settlement area

38 2 40

There should be a presumption against development on land
zoned as coastal protection belt

30 3 33

No land of high landscape value should be developed and 
the vistas from and towards Wivenhoe should be protected

33 1 34

Land that is environmentally important for nature 
conservation should not be used

31 3 34

New housing must be spread across several locations. Small
developments will be preferred to larger ones

25 7 32

Sites and types of development which will not lead to a 
significant increase in peak hour traffic on busy roads such 
as Rectory Road and the Avenue are to be preferred

27 5 32

The location should allow easy pedestrian and cycle access 
to the rest of Wivenhoe settlement area and be within 0.5 
miles of a bus stop.

31 0 31

Benefits from rival use of the site such as playing fields, 
open space, cemetery and allotments, must be assessed 
when judging suitability of housing use

25 4 29

Respondents also left 5 comments
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Section C- Over 60s

The Over 60s club is open to all local residents and the majority of those who attend are in
their 70s and 80s. Only 45 minutes were allowed for the consultation so as not to disturb 
the regular programme too much.
The consultation took the form of a conversation at the tables during tea. There were 10 
tables with 5 people at each. A steering group member sat at each table and guided the 
conversation through the consultation topics, writing down comments.

The Tables columns denote the number of tables at which general agreement on a topic 
was recorded. Topic-specific comments follow.
Not all topics were of interest to all respondents and where no comments were made, 
those topics have not been referred to in the report.

1. Economic & Business Development

Tables Topic

2 Support for development of a new business centre

provided it was on the edge of town.

where there would be no increase in traffic, perhaps at the top of Wivenhoe

2 No change from retail to residential

More local shops encouraged

I don't like it here, too few shops

1 Strategy for improving parking to support businesses

avoid charging as this is counter-productive

Transfer the power to decide on services from Colchester and Essex to WTC

Public toilets to stay

2. Countryside, River & Environment

Tables Topic

4 Public access to the river will be maintained or improved

Riverside really important

People like the river, please keep it as it is. Expressed concern over prospect of 
managed retreat by EA and the resulting effect on leisure and walking

1 Wildlife habitats will be retained or increased

Agreed Protect woods, playing fields and open spaces

Got to have some trees!

Very concerned about threat to wildlife and loss of green spaces if there is more 
housing

1 A country park will be designated along the A133 and up the edge of Salary 
Brook, providing a wildlife corridor and open green break.
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A country park would be helpful in preventing Wivenhoe being surrounded by 
Colchester and Tendring housing development.  Good amenity, need paths and parking

3. Community facilities & Leisure activities

Tables Topic

3 new cemetery

 I was born and bred in Wivenhoe and want to stay there

Split views about need for new cemetery.  Others enthusiastic about suggestion from 
one person that the old cemetery be re-used for new burials.

Not much interest. I've made my arrangements.

4 more allotments

good things

Yes!

We need allotments

4 additional buildings for community activities

Needed!

Loveless Hall should be enlarged but more important to provide a community hall at 
the top of the town, which is sorely lacking

Our group can only meet once a fortnight because of demand for the William Lovelace 
hall.  During play rehearsals or special occasions we have to forgo our meeting

4 improved play/social facilities for 11-16 year-olds

worried about the lack of facilities for a youth club as they had grandchildren in the 11 
to 16 age group and thought that if only the hall at the Phillip Road centre  was 
available it would not be big enough, as the youth group needs to store things like the 
snooker table.  Ideally they would like to see better, purpose built youth facilities open 
for more of the time. 

Youth club very important (grandchildren needed it) and priority should be given to 
providing appropriate base for The Hub.

The group expressed a concern that the young people of the village need more 
facilities and a place to go.  They thought a larger multi functional centre with 
sport/swimming/activities could provide this.

Make provision for young people, including as part of community use of Philip Rd.  
Community use is essential, far too expensive!  Young people to have access 
immediately to the building, not left outside.

4. Heritage & Townscape

Tables Topic

1 The conservation area should be extended to include additional properties
as shown on the map

Very supportive of doing everything possible to keep the historic parts, and support 
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extension of conservation area.

1 Existing gardens should not be subdivided to provide building plots

Support not building on subdivided gardens

4 Small green spaces within the built up area should not be built on

Important to preserve

The green at Millfields should stay as it is and not even be used for allotments.

Support not building on small green spaces

5. Infrastructure needs

Tables Topic

1 Press for early solutions to mobile and data reception problems

Yes to internet and connectivity, but any infrastructure must be sensitively placed to 
keep landscape and heritage value

Yes, but where (radio mast)

6. Traffic & Transport

Tables Topic

3 Impact of development on existing roads is minimised and traffic is directed away
from the town

If we had another couple of hundred houses we'd have another couple of hundred cars.

development should not lead to a big increase in traffic flow through Wivenhoe at peak
hours.

Wish that parking on the Avenue could be sorted out so the buses didn’t get  delayed.

3 Where new development is planned, easy access to public transport and a
comprehensive network of walking and cycling routes will be required.

buses no longer run down Rectory Road so elderly cannot use a bus route into town and
are now cut off from both local shops and Colchester town centre.  They would support 
policies that improved public access to transport.

4 Network of walking and cycling routes across the town will be improved, widening
footpaths and pavements

Uneven and flooding at the One Stop and other points e.g. Rectory Road/Ernest Road –
support any policy for better public access and maintenance of byways.

Don't know about pavements and footpaths because I don't walk. I take the car 
everywhere.

Approve of this proposal, many pavements are unsuitable for scoot mobiles, 
wheelchairs and buggies.

1 We will encourage the adoption of safe routes to schools
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8. Residential & Land use

What sort of houses does Wivenhoe need?

Tables Topic

4 Some smaller homes for single people and young couples

cheaper housing for younger people. Children/grandchildren cannot afford to live in 
Wivenhoe.

wondered how cheaper housing could be provided for people with local connections.

the suggested mix of housing is needed.

Very concerned that their grandchildren were unable to afford to live in 
Wivenhoe and that there was nothing suitable for them.  They suggested small 
bedsit-type affordable homes.

Need social housing but they should prevent them being sold on for buy-to-let.

Think about the older people, they need flats or bungalows.

Agree with smaller homes and places for young couples.

3 Homes that are suitable for older people who wish to downsize

if I did sell, it would be too expensive for own children to buy so would not release 
housing for the less well-off.

Want to stay in my home, not keen on down sizing

1 Sheltered/supported housing for the elderly

No desire for sheltered housing

People are living a lot longer – need for more homes for older people

1 Residential care home for the elderly

There used to be a care home years ago but it was sold off.  Definitely need one now

Where should new housing be built (or not built)?
The sub-topic

• Wivenhoe’s identity as a separate town/village must be preserved with clear green 
breaks

was felt to be the most important consideration in the discussion around the tables.

The next most important were
• No land of high landscape value should be developed and the vistas to and from 

Wivenhoe protected, and
• Land that is environmentally important for nature conservation should not be used

Section D – website feedback
Two comments were received

1.
H1The conservation area should be extended to include additional properties as shown on
the map.
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My response: there is absolutely no point in even the existing conservation area in the light
of the fact that, e.g. Highways put non-conservation double yellow lines down, and traffic 
quantity is allowed to further increase, thus damaging the area (leaning bollards, smashed 
road signs, worn hole-pocked roads). Highways an planning etc need to be reminded of 
the spirit behind the phrase 'conservation area'.
Developments
I think: No new housing, retail or industrial estates should be built lower than the Cross, 
unless fed by roads other than the main High Street etc. Traffic and parking is overloaded 
in Lower Wivenhoe; -ditto for more community buildings except the medial centre. 
Personally, I'm worried about the new riverside restaurant and how it will increase the 
quantity of big delivery, waste and recycling traffic down Brook Street. If it's as successful 
as the BB, it will require, for example a massive bin lorry to travel there 2 or 3 times a 
week.
I think with regard to industrial estates people must remember the number of courier vans 
even just computer or paper-based companies use.
I guess the big phrase for me is 'No more traffic'.

2.
Section7 Countryside and River.
While the fishing boat dock and the jetty are very successful public areas in Cook's 
Shipyard the area between Pearl Walk and the Barrier is a sterile waste,despite its good 
view of the river and link with marshland. The 12 unused boat spaces should be removed 
with the tarmac which should be replaced with a footpath and grass or suitable plants, 
some play facilities and seats. The present playground at Cooks has no river view, is on 
the car route and is immediately in front of private houses. I have not seen children playing
there. The location lends itself to this use being already barred from traffic. It has the 
added advantage of the proposed restaurant which could offer suitable refreshments. This 
is much needed. There is nowhere for walkers or river lovers to get a cup of tea in the day 
time. This is much needed, as much as a restaurant serving dinner which not everyone 
wants or can afford. The only place in Wivenhoe serving that function is the Tudor Tea 
rooms, and is much used, and valued. This alteration would fit with the aims of the 
neighbourhood plan that is to increase people's pleasure in and use of the natural beauty 
of the area
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Section E

1. Locations for new housing developments

Respondents were invited to place dots on two maps, one showing where new housing development
should take place, and one showing where it should not take place.
Comments written on post-it notes could be placed on a sheet beside each map.

Where new housing development should take place.
37 comments were left: 24 location dots and 13 written comments.

Location Dots Written

Broomfield Demolish the goods shed by the station, use for car parking 
or housing and a community facility

Behind the school Alresford Rd (6) Cedrics yes, but small shops and businesses below and flats 
above

Black Horse Broadfields, small homes of various sizes only

Lefarge Wivenhoe Lodge, where would roads go to accommodate 
new houses in this location?

Wivenhoe Park Farm More infrastructure – cannot cope with more housing (2)

Blossom Wood cottage New housing is non affordable (7)

Croquet Gdns (2)

Cedrics (4)

Behind fire station (3)

Edwinstone

Behind Broadfields (3)

Where new housing development should NOT take place.
91 comments were left: 55 location dots and 36 written comments.

Location Dots Written

Wivenhoe wood (2) Nowhere

Marshes by railway (2) Scotland

Marshes down Old Ferry Rd No development at all (5)

Marshes behind the sailing club (3) Alresford Rd (2)

Queens Rd Alresford Rd not here keep green (3)

Ballast Quay house (2) Affordable? Just a chance for landlords to buy for let

Ballast Quay farm (10) Infrastructure needs improving schools doctors etc (14)

Lefarge site (2) No houses on field near Broadfields

Behind Croquest Gdns (2) No more houses without community green spaces
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Behind the cricket club No more houses without road improvements (4)

Behind Field Way (4) No executive homes, only small houses

Between Brightlingsea and 
Colchester Rd (5)

It's important to keep the green wedge between Colchester 
and Wivenhoe

Behind Alexander Drive (3) Anywhere that wouldn't put more traffic on The Avenue, 
High Street and Rectory Rd

Behind the fire station (10)

Wivenhoe Park other side of A133 
(7)

2. Location of small green spaces considered important

Respondents were invited to place dots on a map, identifying green spaces of importance.
115 comments were left: 62 location dots and 53 written comments.

Location Dots

Marshes down Old Ferry Rd (2) East St/Alma St

Sandford Close (3) Bobbits Way (4)

Denham Close (2) Trinity Close (2)

Alresford Rd Milford Close

Amberley Close (7) Sunnymead Farm

Belle Vue Rd The Old Rectory (8)

Cricket ground (2) Allotments

Behind Field Way (7) Richard Ave

Smith's Corner (2) Recreation ground/ KGV (4)

Wivenhoe wood (7) Behind Elm Grove (3)

Marshes by railway track Church yard

Written

All need to be protected (20)

All woods and play areas (10)

Footpaths for walking

Remainder (22) arrowed to above comments or agreed with locations or comments made

3. Any other comments?

78 comments were left in answer to this question.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Car use – is there any way we can cut this down?
If the eyesore at the Goods Shed could be de-listed and knocked down, this could create valuable new 
parking for lower village.
(re above) or a new community centre.
(re above) Why not rebuild the Goods Shed?
Uneven pavements where crossed by vehicle or pedestrian access.
What is happening to the Cedric site?
The house prices in Wivenhoe are significantly higher than the surrounding area for us, an important 
reason for this was the green areas around the village and the fact that Wivenhoe is not Colchester 
further building could destroy this and thus influence house prices.
We need shops and/or market to get people to use village instead of Tescos.
Footpath on bend Alresford Road for Walkers.
Would like to see much more focus on cutting car use as part of being realistic about Wivenhoe's 
limits and future needs.
Make NCP/British Rail provide 15 mins wait area at station and free parking on weekends/evenings.
Stop parking on The Avenue.
Potholes are awful, we need a larger doctor's surgery cycle paths to uni needed.
Priority, doctor's surgery and school enlargement.

UNIVERSITY
Ideas re university: discounts on gym, access to library with a Wivenhoe card that creates closer links 
between uni and Wivenhoe.
(re above) Already there.

SURGERY
Doctor's surgery opposite Co-op no brainer!
(re above) Yes! Yes!
Surgery down Philip Road is a risky location.  Persuade landowner tO be a public benefactoR. Put on 
(Risbane?)
Sort out the doctor's surgery.
(as above) agree.
Why is the GP's surgery not here? The NHS is still run on public money... our money. I think it's an 
insult that: the surgery has not yet been resolved; doesn't condescend to talk to the people who live 
here.
More parking at surgery.
One pharmacy in Wivenhoe not enough – need one in lower Wivenhoe once the new surgery is open.
(re above) I agree.

TRAFFIC, PARKING, ROADS, FOOTPATHS, TRANSPORT ETC
Remove bollards in Queen's Road to share traffic for all residents.
(as above) 
(as above)
(as above)
Open Queen's Road for cars. Alma Street with no pavements has 2 way traffic and Brook Street.  It's 
absurd Queen's Road is so protected.
Please fill in some pot holes in Beech Avenue, Woodland Way and Elm Grove.
(re above) Agree
Bus stop on Station Road – there is no need for a bus stop halfway up Station Road, unnecessary 
congestion.
Buses: we need a bus from Wivenhoe to Cowdray Ave and North Station.
(as above) Like this a lot.
Create speed bumps to stop speeding cars on several roads. Park road is terrible!
I love living in Wivenhoe but High Street traffic needs sorting and I hate being plunged into blackness
after midnight.
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Can the Council negotiate with Network Rail?? (or whoever) about making the station car park free 
on Saturday/Sunday.  Would encourage people from top of village to come down.
(as above) I agree
Bus provision – should go all evening to the station and cover wider area of Wivenhoe.
Road to be tarmacked through Ballast Quay to join enlarged Keelar's Lane behind Millfield School.
Insist on infrastructure before housing begins or development.
(as above) Very true.
Removal of double yellow lines in Old town.
Resurface Elmstead Road – slow down motor cycles.
How about having a nice little bus that goes around the edges and ferries people to the main drag?
(as above) Agree
We should be very grateful so a superb bus service and thankful for our trains still stopping here.
A bridge over Alresford Creek to create a cycle path between Wivenhoe and Brightlingsea.
Footpath cycle path between Alresford and Wivenhoe.
The amount of walkers that have to negotiate the bends on Alresford Road is not safe. There needs to 
be a proper footpath and speed limit between Alresford and Wivenhoe.

COMMENTS ON NP PROCESS
Fantastic to see democracy at work – well done!
Work being done to seek opinions is very much appreciated. People who live in this lovely town 
deserve the riht to 'have their say'. Thank you.
A summary statement of all these individual issues/statements is essential – without this there is a 
danger that issues will be selected piecemeal – I am concerned with the lack of cohesion and fear that 
the plethora of issues will overwhelm and prevent a big picture?

PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT/CONSERVATION
Make the Green corridor behind bus stop at Avenue into parking for Avenue residents.
(as above) agree
Modern planning wastes space, destroys privacy isn't for community living even the Victorians were 
more considerate.
Build for people not for cars.
We definitely need to get on developing derelict sites, Goods Shed – Cedric's.
The *1 Development Priority for Wivenhoe Development should be the old Wivenhoe Garage 
opposite the Co-op.  What a waste and an eyesore!
More use of renewable energy solar panels etc. especially on public buildings, schools, town hall, 
library etc.
Need to focus on low impact development and traffic minimisation. People love Wivenhoe as it is but 
it has obligations.  Let's keep the character which is why we are here!
What will happen to gravel pit sites?
I am really disappointed there is nothing on improving the street-scene of Wivenhoe i.e. tree planting 
and undergrounding of hideous electricity and phone wires.
Burying wires would be really good. Could be scheduled with reconfiguration of roads and pavements
below bridge.

COMMUNITY ISSUES
Wivenhoe extends from Vine Parade downwards – not just the Co-op downwards. More work needs 
to be done to develop whole community cohesion. Maybe a community building near the Cross?
As above) I strongly agree
(as above) Me too!
(as above) Me too
Community building near football ground would bring the whole of Wivenhoe together. Some folks 
strongly feel there is a divide in Wivenhoe – this could be a start.
The proposed restaurant must not be an addition to the feeling of Cook's Shipyard's 'elite' aspect. It 
must be open in the day offering cups of tea and outside, not just pricey evening food! (setting + 
swings)
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Need more community facilities at the top – use the Flag? Buy it for Wivenhoe.
(as above) Could this happen??
What will be done for the areas not in the conservation area to overcome the “them and us” that 
currently exists for residents in more recent developments?

SPORTS FACILITIES
A children's playground is needed in the Millfield area. It's a long way to King George playing 
field/park
More football pitches and parks , we only have three parks and football pitch (well, two).
How about a secondary school for the kids?

END OF REPORT
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